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“It is not the strongest of the species that survive, but the one most respon-
sive to change” is the core of Charles Darwin’s Natural Selection theory. This 
relates not only to biology, but architectural typologies over time.
Office design has gone through many periods of evolution to reflect changes 
in industry and the workforce: from Ford’s assembly line to office cubicles to 
the open plan workplace and today’s anti-office. Designers have been medi-
ating between workers and space for better performance for over 100 years 
-- though none of these anticipated the need for complete flexibility. 
Through the development of automated technology in the 21st century, 
working modes are shifting dramatically. The popularity of working remotely 
revealed the conflicts between collective and individual working modes, as 
well as varying needs for work and rest. As it becomes more difficult to find 
tenants for conventional workplaces, like high-rise corporate office buildings, 
a new adaptive scheme of reversing people’s associations towards corporate 
architecture and responding to the new workforce is required.
This thesis will focus on improving the way workspace relates to its users. A 
column grid structure is selected as the module to create an adjustable sys-
tem, due to its’ universal dimensions. The proposed system can be changed 
manually and automatically to provide different spatial qualities. Offering 
4 levels of adaptation (Influence - Involvement – Interaction – Interconnec-
tion), this system will work as an adaptor to mediate the conflict between 
individualism and collectivism, work and break, private and public, social and 
solitude. 
High-rise corporate architecture presents the perfect host structure to ex-
periment with adaptability and the capability of supporting human comfort 
in the workplace. Benefiting from the standard type and simple structure of 
high-rise corporate architecture, the data collected by this experiment can 
be applied universally to promote social interaction and human comfort in 
the workplace.
ABSTRACT
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EXIST TYPOLOGIES
- CUBE FARM   [Individual Work Environment]
- OPEN-PLAN   [Team Work Environment]
- ANTI-OFFICE   [Mixed Work Environment]
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                  CONTEXT
CUBICLES
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
INDIVIDUAL FOCUS
WORKSTATION
TEAMWORK EFFICIENCY
FREE-FLOWING
CORPORATE ARCHITECTURE OPEN-OFFICE
20001970
PRODUCTION STREAM
ORGANIZATION
REPETITION
FORDISM
1930
Left from factory, the connec-
tion between production and 
workers are broken, the next 
level of organization appeared
Long-term business relationship 
allowed employees to take ceer-
tain pride in the work and their 
commitment to their employer
[2] Photoes from Google image search
HOT DESK
INCREASE SOCIAL INTERACTIION
INVOLVEMENT
ANTI-OFFICE
2010
Informal communication brings a 
sense of personal relationship into 
workplace. Office as a neighborhood 
or community.
[2] Photoes from Google image search
Creative thinking plays an important role, comfort (mental, physical) needs 
to be provided. Technology allows remote work to be possible, but first-
hand connection is still important.
RESPONSIVE SPACE
FULFILLNESS
HUMAN COMFORT
MANUALLY ADJUSTABLE SPACE
MEET INDIVIDUAL NEEDS
ENGAGEMENT & ENCOURAGE
RESPONSIVE-OFFICE
SMART OFFICE 
CUSTOMIZED OFFICE
TRANSFORMABLE OFFICE
OFFICE LAB
?
THESIS PROJECT
2020 2050
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[FORDISM] 
A manufacturing philosophy that aims to achieve higher productivity by stan-
dardizing the output, using conveyor assembly lines, and breaking the work into 
small de-skilled tasks. Whereas Taylorism (on which Fordism is based) seeks ma-
chine and worker efficiency, Fordism seeks to combine them as one unit, and 
emphasizes minimization of cost instead of maximization of profit. 
[OPEN-PLAN OFFICE]
Large open office environments have existed for a long time. However, these 
frequently consisted of many identical rows of desks or long tables where clerks, 
typists, or engineers performed repetitive functions.
[ANTI-OFFICE]
The anti-office is a hybrid status of the Office, which has investigative autonomy 
but reports to the Commission for its other duties, this does not adversely affect 
the independence of its investigative function. Being part of the Commission, 
the Office has been able not only to benefit from substantial administrative and 
logistical support, but also to take advantage of the anti-fraud legislation that is 
available to Commission departments.
[CUBE FARM] 
An office filled with cubicles is sometimes called a sea of cubicles or cube farm. 
Although humorous, the phrase usually has negative connotations. Cube farms 
are often found in high-tech companies, but they are also widely used in the 
insurance industry and other service-related fields and in government offices. 
Many cube farms were built during the dotcom boom.
                  GLOSSARY
[3] What is Fordism? definition and meaning
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/Fordism.html
[4] Cubicle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubicle
Photoes from Google image search
[5] Office landscape
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Office landscape
[6] European Anti-Fraud Office
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European Anti-Fraud Office
[CORPORATE ARCHITECTURE]
Corporate architecture is an architectonic discipline which focuses on designing 
and constructing buildings, spaces or environments with the aim of meeting the 
needs of a business community (a corporation).
[CUBICLE] 
A cubicle is a partially enclosed office workspace that is separated from neigh-
boring workspaces by partitions that are usually 5–6 feet (1.5–1.8 m) tall. Its 
purpose is to isolate office workers and managers from the sights and noises of 
an open workspace so that they may concentrate with fewer distractions. 
[WORKSTATION] 
an area with equipment for the performance of a specialized task usually by a 
single individual.
[HOT DESK] 
Hot desking (sometimes called “non-reservation-based hoteling”) is an office or-
ganization system which involves multiple workers using a single physical work 
station or surface during different time periods.[1] The “desk” in the name refers 
to an office desk being shared by multiple office workers on different shifts as 
opposed to each staff member having their own personal desk. A primary mo-
tivation for hot desking is cost reduction through space savings—up to 30% in 
some cases.
[7] Corporate Architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporate Architecture
[8] Cubicle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubicle
Photoes from Google image search
[9] Workstation
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/workstation
[10] Hot Desk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot Desk
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                  PRECEDENTS
“Action Office II was Propst’s attempt 
to give form to the office worker’s 
desire. A “workstation” for the “hu-
man performer,” it consisted of three 
walls, obtusely angled and movable, 
which an office worker could arrange 
to create whatever workspace he or 
she wanted.
The usual desk was accompanied by 
shelves of varied heights and vari-
able placement, which required con-
stant vertical movement on the part 
of the worker. Tackboards and push-
pin walls allowed for individuation. 
Intentionally depersonalized, the 
new Action Office would be a tem-
plate for any individual to create his 
or her own ideal work space.” [11]
-- Nikil Saval
KEY: Focus, Hierarchy, Flexibility
CUBICLES
Formal Workplace, Action Office II
[ARGUMENT]
WE’RE NOT USING THE CUBICLE CORRECTLY [12]
“One does not have to be an especially perceptive critic to 
realise that AO II is definitely not a system which produces 
an environment gratifying for people in general,” Nelson 
wrote. “But it is admirable for planners looking for ways of 
cramming in a maximum number of bodies, for “employ-
ees” (as against individuals), for “personnel,” corporate 
zombies, the walking dead, the silent majority. A large 
market.”
“Its success is in its simplicity and the power it gives em-
ployers“ ... The 2013 US Workplace Survey attributed a 6 
per cent drop in workplace effectiveness to the open-plan 
office and research last year stated that 54 per cent of 
workers would prefer individual offices.
 “We will still be selling cubicle systems when I retire,” said 
Phlips. “You might get innovations in technology and work-
ing practices but the cubicle is as spritely now as it was 
when it began 50 years ago, long may it continue.”
Action office cartoon from Human Factors Magazine
(Andrew Shanahan, 01.02.15)
[11] The Cubicle You Call Hell Was Designed to Set You Free
Nikil Saval - https://www.wired.com/2014/04/how-offices-accidental-
ly-became-hellish-cubicle-farms/
[12] Great Moments in the Cubicle’s History
Christine Lagorio-Chafkin - https://www.inc.com/christine-lagori-
o/50-year-anniversary-of-the-cubicle.html
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OPEN-PLAN OFFICE
Formal Workplace, Apple Spaceship 
“There was a kind of splendid isola-
tion that was seen as productive, 
capturing the employees for an en-
tire day and in the process reinforc-
ing an insular corporate culture. ”[13]
-- Louise Mozingo
“While it is a technical marvel to 
make glass at this scale, that’s not 
the achievement. The achievement 
is to make a building where so many 
people can connect and collaborate 
and walk and talk.” The value is not 
what went into the building, rather 
what will come out.” [14]
-- Jonathan Ive
KEY: Work Flow, Collaboration, Sustainable
[ARGUMENT]
APPLE’S EMPLOYEES APPARENTLY HATE THEIR 
NEW OPEN-PLAN OFFICE CAMPUS [15]
“Some project leaders are actually refusing to relocate 
to the new campus lest it ruin team productivity. Accord-
ing to numerous scientific studies, employees hate open 
offices because they’re noisy, visually distracting, and force 
people to socialize, regardless of what they’re trying to 
accomplish...  Notably, this isn’t the first time we’ve seen 
reports regarding Apple engineers voicing concern regard-
ing Apple’s shift to a more free-flowing work environment. 
A WSJ article from a few days ago added that “coders and 
programmers are concerned that their work surroundings 
will be too noisy and distracting.”
All in all, this shouldn’t come as much of a surprise. There 
have long been competing schools of thought as to what 
type of work environment allows employees to be more 
productive, and anytime engineers are forced into a new 
working environment, controversy is to be expected.”
SOCIAL INTERACTION
The open-plan’s main task is to trigger collaboration. The 
designer even shrink some facilities for intentionlly crowd-
ed. For example Apple reduced some parking space or 
restroom to force people to wait together. They believe 
the informal conversation will bring their employees more 
ideas.
FLOW
 
As Steven Levy writes, precision-milled aluminum rails that 
attach to glass doors-sliding and swinging alike-with no visi-
ble bolts. The reason behind is to avoid any interruption while 
their engineers are walking, so they can stay in their work flow.
LOCATION:
Cupertino, California, USA
AREA: 
28,000,000 ft2
YEAR: 
2016
ARCHITECTS: 
Foster + Partners
-- Quote from Geoffrey James
11.08.17
[13] If You Care About Cities, Apple’s New Headquarters Sucks
Adam Rogers - https://www.wired.com/story/apple-campus/
[14] The Spaceship Has Landed: Apple’s New Campus Opens
https://www.archdaily.com/871559/the-spaceship-has-landed-apples-
new-campus-opens
Image: iBid
[15] Sources say Apple employees are highly ‘unsatisfied’ with their 
new open-plan office campus
Emily Rella - https://www.aol.com/article/finance/2017/08/11/
apple-employees-apparently-hate-their-new-open-plan-office-cam-
pu/23074858/
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KEY: Social Connection, Economic
INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPT [17]
“The new model of communal workspaces with hot 
desking and flexible new ways of working paradoxically 
means the modern workplace plays an even more im-
portant role in social interaction and creative culture.
Taking inspiration from Hong Kong’s iconic transporta-
tion and cues from WeWork’s in-house design team, 
NCDA has defined each floor as an individual ‘neigh-
bourhood’, creating a distinctive sense of place for each 
floor through different colour and material palettes, 
eclectic custom-design furnishings, and a collection 
of local-inspired wallpapers alongside inspirational 
bespoke artworks by Hong Kong-based creatives that 
include photographers, lighting artists and various 
illustrators. The purpose is to encourage members to 
explore the various thematic floors and discover collab-
oration opportunities.”
ANTI-OFFICE
Formal Workplace, WeWork Tower 535
LOCATION: 
535 JAFFE ROAD, CAUSEWAY BAY, HONG 
KONG
AREA: 60000.0 FT2
PROJECT YEAR:  2017
ARCHITECTS: NCDA
“Workspace, community, and services 
for a global network of creators. ” [16]
-- WeWork Front Page
“This is where fun is infused into 
everyday work, personal growth 
is matched with team spirit, and 
endless opportunities are right at 
your fingertips within the WeWork 
ecosystem. ” [16]
-- Rachel D. Wilson
-- Quote from WeWork front page
Annual Space Cost Comparison Based on NYC, 2016 [17]
WEWORK
$7,800
TYPICAL OFFICE
$10,350 
[17] WeWork Coworking and Office Space
WeWork - https://www.wework.com/
Image: iBid
[16] WeWork Tower 535 / NCDA
https://www.archdaily.com/871377/wework-hong-kong-ncda
Image: iBid
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[ THE CONFLICTS ]
-THE SPATIAL DIMENTION   
  [Individual vs Collective]
- THE TIME DIMENTION  
   [Work Mode vs Rest Mode]
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                  FUTURE CONTEXT
Global Driving Forces that Influence How We Work
SOCIAL
ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENTAL
TECHNOLOGY
THE MAJORITY [18]
More socially and globally connected than ever through mobile digital devices, 
Generation Y (with the oldest turning 40 years of age in 2020) will dominate the 
workplace, with a greater sense of freedom and job interchangeability that sup-
ports an ‘on-my-own-time‘ ethos as both a management strategy and lifstyle.
-- Time Magazine (2013)
THE COLLABORATIVE TURN [19]
Collaboration and teamwork are increasingly important; for people working in 
a team: 71% feel more creative, 62% cite increased productivity and 90% feel 
more confident when coworking.
-- Deskmag Forecast (2013)
THE CORPORATE MEGALITHS [20]
Between 1983 to 2011, the 50 companies that owned 90% of the US media have 
shrunk to just 6.
-- Frugal Dad (2013)
THE REDUCTION OF NATURE RESOURCE [21]
Around 50% of the world’s original forests have disappeared; as tropical forests 
are home to at least 50% of species, the clearance of some 17 million hectares 
each year is a dramatic loss.
-- WWW Report (2016)
RAPID MAKING AND CUSTOMIZATION [22]
The growth of the global 3D printing industry is expected to rise from USD 3.07 
billion in 2013 to USD 12.8 billion by 2018, and exceed USD 21 billion in world-
wide revenue by 2020.
-- Wohlers Report (2016)
DEMOGRAPHIC
[21] Annual Report 2016-2017
https://www.weforum.org/reports/annual-report-2016-2017
[22]https://wohlersassociates.com/2016report.htm
[18] The TIME Magazine Vault, http://time.com/vault/year/2013/
[19] The Coworking Forecast 2013
http://www.deskmag.com/en/coworking-spaces-forecast-global-sur-
vey-statistics-2013
[20] Affordable Schools Online : Frugal Dad’s Common Sense for 
College, http://www.frugaldad.com/
PURPOSE AND SELF-WORTH [25]
Only 13% of employees worldwide are enaged in their work, 
emotionally invested and focused on creating value for their 
organisations every day.
-- Gallup (2013)
THE YOUNGER GENERATION [23]
The first post-internet generation, Gen Z, will turn 18 in 2026, and 
enter the workforce with a strong work ethic,valuing structure 
and predictability. 
-- Time Magazine (2013)
THE REAL-ESTATE CRSIS [27]
60% of Londoners wil rent accommodation in 2025, compared 
with 40 % in 2000.
--PwC UK Report (2015)
HYBRIDISATION OF ENVIRONMENT [28]
What will become of the brick-and-mortar office when an ‘in my 
own place, on my own time‘ regimen is furtuer enabled?
-- Intuit Report (2014)
ROBOTICS AND LABOUR MARKETS [29]
Over 5 million jobs will be lost by 2020 as a result of advances 
in genetics, AI and robotics; 2/3 of these being losses will be in 
administrative roles.
-- WEF Report (2016)
THE SENIOR’S SECOND LIFE [24]
Seniors are opting out of traditional retirement, 
instead choosing work as a lifstyle; continuing to 
work or starting completely new careers.
-- Time Magazine (2013)
CREATIVITY AND PSYCHOLOGICAL HAPPINESS [26]
Enjoyment appears at the boundry between bore-
dom and anxiety, when the challenges are just 
balanced with the person’s capacity to act.
-- M Csikszentmihalyi, Flow (2008)
[27] Annual Report archive, PricewaterhouseCoopers - https://www.
pwc.co.uk/who-we-are/annual-report-archive.html
[28] Intuit Inc. - Financial Info - Annual Reports, https://investors.
intuit.com/Financial-Info/Annual-Reports/default.aspx
[29] The Global Competitiveness Report 2016–2017, https://www.
weforum.org/reports/the-global-competitiveness-report-2016-2017-1
[23] The TIME Magazine Vault, http://time.com/vault/year/2013/
[24] iBid
[25]GALLUP, Inc. Gallup - http://news.gallup.com/home.aspx-
?g_source=logo
[26] Flow, the secret to happiness, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi - https://
www.ted.com/talks/mihaly_csikszentmihalyi_on_flow
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WORK REMOTELY
[30] Data collected from Gall Up
Out of the Office: More People Are Working Remotely, Survey Finds
Niraj Chokshi - https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/15/us/remote-workers-work-from-home.html
Americans who work remotely are doing so for longer period of time
Although well spread, the shift toward remote work is not universal
Employees who spend 3 to 4 days off-site report feeling most engaged at work
[32] Data collected from Gall Up
Out of the Office: More People Are Working Remotely, Survey Finds
Niraj Chokshi - https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/15/us/remote-workers-work-from-home.html
NON-OFFICE JOBS
FAMILY ISSUES
LIFE STYLES
32 %
55 %
13 %
- 5
+2
+3
FREELANCERS
SELF-EMPLOYMENT
CHILDREN
ELDERLY
ENJOY CASUAL STYLE
REDUCE COMMUTING TIME
PERSONAL STORAGE
RENTAL SERVICE
PLAYGROUND
DAYCARE
SLEEPING ROOM
SMOKE ROOM
GYM
GROCERY STORE
FOOD COURT
REASON OF WORK REMOTELY
CATEGORY                         2016    DIFFERNCE          REASON                                                       FUNCTION REQUIRED
SCIENCE
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THE CONFLICTS
SUPERIMPOSITION
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02- The Senior ‘s Second LIfe
SOCIAL
02- Purpose and Self-worth
02- The Collabora�ve Turn
02- Crea�vity and Psycological Happiness
ECONOMIC
02- The Real-estate Crsis
02- The Corporate Megaliths
ENVIRONMENTAL
02- Hybridisa�on of Environment
02- The Reduc�on of Nature Resource
TECHNOLOGY
02- Robo�c and Labour Markets
02- Rapid Making and Customiza�on
SILE E
-OF SIGHT
ro   its effect
hieved
sation
THE SPATIAL DIMENTION
THE TIME DIMENTION
Individual Work
Work Mode
Privacy
Concentration
Interaction
Comfortable
Collective Work
Rest Mode
Isolation
Pressure
Interruption
Slack
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THE SURVIVIAL[ THE FORERUNNER ]
- THE SURVIVAL    
  [Current Situation & Method]
- THE CANDIDATE  
    [Current Situation & Method]
[  I L ]
ISOLATED 
UNADJUSTABLE
STEREOTYPE
Wearing headphone to avoid social 
conversa�on
Isolated from other coworkers, 
feeling depressed easily
Boring corridor that can not 
encourage communica�on
Worksta�on can not adjust based on 
different working type
Fixed ligh�ng with grids based on 
structures
Hierarchy, coner office
Standard working units
Far away from nature
MODULE 
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                  CURRENT SITUATION         CONCEPT
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MASLOW ’S HIERACHY OF  NEEDS HIERACHY OF  OFFICE BUILDING’S SURVIVAL
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First class office space at Providence landmark corporate address. 28-story, 322,000 SF building in core of financial district. 
Brand new on-site fitness center. Full service bank and Starbucks in lobby.
                 THE CANDIDATE
POTENTIAL HOST STRUCTURES
VACUUM CORPORATE ARCHITECTURE
COMMONS: 
- Steel Column Structure, Limestone or Concrete
- High-rise Corporate Architecture, Several Floors Have not Been Occupied for Years
- Relatively Good Condition, Located in Downtown
Corporate Architecture
Corporate Architecture
Corporate Architecture
WORKING
Working Zone, Meeting Room, Private Office, Phone 
Room 
EDUCATION
Library, Reading Room
RELAX
Quiet Room, TV Room, Chatting Zone, Fitness Room
SERVICE
Reception, Mail Room, Kitchen, Dinning Room, Cafe’, 
Printing Room, Storage, Restroom
HIGH-RISE CORPORATE ARCHITECTURE IN 
BIG CITIES’ DOWNTOWN
Images from top to botom
New York City, Boston, Seattle
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Frame with 
Braced Truss
Framed End 
Channels
Rigid Frames- 
Concrete
Steel Grid Frame
+  Framed Tube
Split Core Off-central CoreContral Core Atrium Core
Type  I   -  Shear Frames
Type II   - Interac�ng Systems
Type III  -  Par�al Tubular Systems
Type IV  - Tublar Systems
SECTION
PLAN
PLAN
Type I Type II Type III Type IV
ISOMETRIC
COMMON STRUCTURAL TYPES OF HIGH-RISE BUILDING 
Frame with 
Braced Truss
Framed End 
Channels
Rigid Frames- 
Concrete
Steel Grid Frame
+  Framed Tube
Split Core Off-central CoreContral Core Atrium Core
Type  I   -  Shear Frames
Type II   - Interac�ng Systems
Type III  -  Par�al Tubular Systems
Type IV  - Tublar Systems
SECTION
PLAN
PLAN
Type I Type II Type III Type IV
ISOMETRIC
COMMON CORE TYPES OF HIGH-RISE BUILDING 
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Dining
Archive
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THE ADAPTER
- INFLUENCE    
  [Affect the Individual Work Zone and Collaborate Work Zone on Both Sides]
- INVOLVEMENT
    [Get Involved once Inside the Adapter]
- INTERACTION    
  [Increase the Interaction Among People, through Increase people’s Interaction with Space]
- INNERCONNECTION
    [Build Bridges Among Space, Time and People]
1. INFLUENCE
One of the goals of the technique is to reduce the 
impact of internal and external interruptions on fo-
cus and flow. In other words, the realizable discom-
fort should be avoided. The adapter need to connect 
the individual work zone and the group work area. 
It should exert influence on both of them, keeping 
their main characteristics but reduce the side-effect. 
For the individual work zone, maintain privacy but 
reduce the feeling of isolation. For the group work 
area, maintain the interaction but reduce the inter-
ruption. This goal will be achieved by carefully con-
trolling the visual and acoustic qualities.
DIAGRAM
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2. INVOLVEMENT
Another rule is to go somewhere different from the 
current work zone, instead of continuing to think 
about the previous or coming task. In this case, 
the adapter should convert the experience people 
get from the office space. Once people enter the 
“Adapter area” a clear difference between work and 
rest will appear. And people who participate in the 
“Adapter” , their behaviors will also be considered 
as contributors, and help to intensify this difference. 
The adapter connects different thresholds (kitchen/
cafe, printing room, library), so people will get rest 
not only in these areas but also on their way to them. 
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3. INTERACTION
The Adapter is a manually changeable system, the 
interaction between users and the system build an-
other layer of connection. The space will be continu-
ously changed and shaped by its users. The next user 
will receive the changes the previous users made 
to the space, without a hint of reason behind these 
changes. He can follow the usage by guess, or change 
the space again to fit his own needs. These series of 
behaviors increase the interaction between people 
and also build a bilateral interaction between archi-
tecture and human beings.
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4. INTERCONNECTION
The dimension of time will be introduced to this sys-
tem as well. Sunlight affects human beings’ biologi-
cal clock, psychology and behaviors spontaneously. 
Connecting the Adapter with sunlight corridors and 
applying photosensitive materials will allow the 
space to respond to the passing of time, and further 
affect human behavior. This interconnection among 
human, space, and time will form a complete circle 
of adaptation.
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[ THE CONFLICTS ]THE ADAPTER[  -ER ]
- CONSTRCTION DETAILS 
 
- MULTI-FUNCTION
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                 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
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                 MULTI-FUNCTIONS
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THE APPLICATION[  I I  ]
- TIME MANAGEMENT
- SPACE MANAGEMENT
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                 TIME MANAGEMENT
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POMODORO TECHNIQUE
The Pomodoro Technique is a time management method developed by Francesco Cirillo in the late 1980s. The 
technique uses a timer to break down work into intervals, traditionally 25 minutes in length, separated by short 
breaks. These intervals are named pomodoros, the plural in English of the Italian word pomodoro (tomato), after 
the tomato-shaped kitchen timer that Cirillo used as a university student.
The technique has been widely popularized by dozens of apps and websites providing timers and instructions. 
Closely related to concepts such as timeboxing and iterative and incremental development used in software de-
sign, the method has been adopted in pair programming contexts.
INDIVIDUAL WORK FLOW
This work structure is originally from the Pomodoro 
Technique, a time management study done by Fran-
cesco Cirillo. Break done current task into several 
25 mins focusing time period. Take 5 minutes break 
after finished 25 mins work.  After 4 focusing work 
zone, take a longer break, traditionally 15 mins.
CORPORATE WORK FLOW
Based on a current study that found it takes longer 
time to fully involved into corporate work than indi-
vidual work. To maintain the efficient work time, the 
most effective work flow structure for group work is 
working 50 mins then breaking for 15 mins.
INDIVIDUAL WORK FLOW
CORPORATE WORK FLOW
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                 SPACE MANAGEMENT
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SUN PATH ANALYSIS SUNLIGHT AND SHADOW ANALYSIS
AREA WITHOUT SHADOW
Under Sunlight During the Winter Solstice
AREA WITHOUT SUNLIGHT
Under Shadow During the Summer Solstice
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STEP-1 STRUCTURE GRID
STEP-2 CORE & CIRCULATION
STEP-3 PRIVACY DEGREE
PUBLIC
SEMI-PUBLIC
SEMI-PRIVATE
SEMI-PRIVATE
STEP-4 THREASHOLD & FUNCTION
STEP-5 CONNECTION BETWEEN THREASHOLDS
STEP-6 CONNECTION BETWEEN INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
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SUMMER SUN
WINTER SUN
SUMMER SUN
WINTER SUN
SUMMER SUN
WINTER SUN
SUMMER SUN
WINTER SUN
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SPECIALIST ADVISOR
                  SPECIALIST ADVISOR
SECONDARY ADVISOR
Mary- Ann Agresti
Principal architect in The Design Initiative, Inc
To design a better worksphere in the future, I 
need more knowledge about how today’s corpo-
rate office was desgned and built. The responsi-
ble system, which collecting data of interaction 
between people and space, can also be consid-
ered as a system of furniture.
Mary-Ann haS been working directly towards 
office design since 1997. As she maintain cli-
ent contact throughout the design process, 
she know how people actually feel about their 
working environment very well. Mary-Ann IS 
also responsible for several furniture design 
towards workspace. I believe with her experi-
ence, this thesis can inspire future office deisgn.
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